ENGAGING RESEARCHERS WITH DIGITAL.CSIC

COAR WEBINAR, OCTOBER 31, 2018
DIGITAL.CSIC at the core of eligibility criteria of Institutional Open Access Publishing Fund

- Institutional Fund since 2008
- Integration between DIGITAL.CSIC and the Fund to make CSIC authors commitment to Open Access transparent, foster repository’s content growth and as monitoring tool
- In order to be eligible for institutional funding, CSIC corresponding author must have at least 5 research outputs available in Open Access at DIGITAL.CSIC before funding request
- In addition, funded CSIC authors commit to uploading their most recent research outputs (3 years) into DIGITAL.CSIC after publication of funded Open Access article and acknowledge receipt of funding.
- Example of funded article at DIGITAL.CSIC and list of funded author’s research outputs
  http://hdl.handle.net/10261/152640,
  https://digital.csic.es/cris/rp/rp07564
Upgrading skills and developing services to better manage and disseminate research outputs

DIGITAL.CSIC TRAINING AND SUPPORT

- Hands-on training of selected tools
- Support in the preparation of Data Management Plans and compliance of journals data sharing policies
- DOI minting through DataCite for non traditional outputs
- Datasets
- Preprints
- Software
- Open Lab Notebooks

DIGITAL.CSIC Data Policy and best practices

PERMISOS EDITORIALES PARA EL AUTOARCHIVO EN 20º DIGITAL.CSIC
Integration with CSIC institutes web sites, publishing initiatives and Open Science projects

Engaging with Open Science projects

Institutes Publishing Initiatives

Repository as provider of researcher profiles and list of publications at institutes web sites

DIGITAL. CSIC

Link from his institute web
THANKS FOR LISTENING!

Isabel.bernal@bib.csic.es